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Scoring Rubric for COMP082s HTML Portal Projects 

item  0 1 3 5 7 Points 
1 Filenames No files 

submitted  
Links don’t 
work 
because of 
illegal 
filenames 

More than 
one filename 
is not in the 
correct 
format ID#etc 

All but one 
filename are in 
form ID#etc  

All filenames 
are in form 
ID#etc no 
spaces, 
parentheses, 
etc in 
filenames 

 

2 Links 
between  
files in 
project 

No files 
submitted 

Only one 
html 
document 
submitted 

Two html 
documents 
submitted but 
they don’t 
link 

More than two 
html 
documents 
submitted but 
they don’t all 
link to each 
other. 

At least two 
html 
documents 
submitted and 
all files link to 
each other. 

 

3 Overall 
appearance 

No project 
submitted 

Looks very 
much like 
other student 
work 

Looks similar 
to other 
student work 

Original, 
stands apart 
from others  

Highly unique 
and creative 

 

4 4 Quadrant 
Table with 2 
pictures and 
2 text items 

No table in 
project 

Table has 
fewer than 4 
quadrants  

At least one 
document 
has 4-
quadrant 
table but not 
all pictures  
link 

At least one 
document has 
4-quadrant 
table but 
pictures are 
too big for 
screen 

At least one 
document has 
at least 4-
quadrant table 
with two 
pictures 
appropriately 
sized  

 

5 Bulleted list 
to two levels 

No bulleted 
lists 

Lists appear 
bulleted but 
are not set 
off with 
HTML tags 

At least one 
document 
has a 
bulleted list 
with only one 
level 

At least one 
document has 
a bulleted list 
with more than 
one level but 
items not 
appropriately 

At least one 
document has 
a bulleted list 
with more than 
one level and 
items are 
appropriately 
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distributed in 
the various 
levels 

distributed in 
the various 
levels 

6 Links to 
other work 
on Internet 

No links link only to 
blog, doesn’t 
work 

Links to blog 
and to one 
other 
personal site 
or 3rd web 
page in 
project, not 
all working 

Working link to 
blog  

Working links 
to blog and to 
one other 
personal site 
or 3rd web 
page in project 

 

7 Links to 
Favorites 

No links Favorites are 
very similar 
to someone 
else’s, not all 
working 

Favorites are 
very similar 
to someone 
else’s, all 
working 

Favorites are 
clearly 
personal but 
not all links 
work 

Favorites are 
clearly 
personal and 
all links work 

 

8 Color 
background 

Not present 
in project 

Attempted 
background, 
but mistake 
in HTML 
syntax 

At least one 
document 
has a colored 
background; 
but text is 
impossible to 
read 

At least one 
document has 
a colored 
background; 
but text is hard 
to read 

At least one 
document has 
a colored 
background; 
blends well 
with page 
layout 

 

9 Choice of 
background 
picture 

No picture 
background 
used in 
project 

Picture 
clutters and 
distracts 
from page 
contents 

Picture does 
not overlap 
smoothly, 
and this is 
distracting 

Picture does 
not overlap 
smoothly, but 
this is not 
distracting 

Picture blends 
well with page 
layout 

 

10 Text color 
control 

No attempt 
to set text 
color 

text color is 
same on all 
pages, hard 
to read in at 
least one 
background 

text color is 
same on all 
pages, 
legible 
against all 
backgrounds 

text color is 
different in at 
least two 
pages, hard to 
read in at least 
one 
background 

text color is 
different in at 
least two 
pages, legible 
against all 
backgrounds 

 

11 Titles and 
subtitles 

No titles or 
subtitles 

Same as at 
right for all 

Same as at 
right for all 

Same as at 
right for all 

There is a 
<H1> title and 
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used pages, but 
more than 
one page 
has no title 
or subtitle 

pages, but 
one page has 
no title or 
subtitle 

pages, but font 
attributes used 
(no <H1> title 
and <H2> 
subtitle 
combinations) 

<H2> subtitle 
on at least one 
page in your 
project and 
tags or font 
attributes used 
to create 
titles/subtitles 
on all pages 

12 Center at 
least one 
title/subtitle 

There are 
no titles or 
subtitles 

 No titles or 
subtitles are 
centered 

 title and 
subtitle are 
centered in at 
least one page 
in your project 

 

13 Use of forms No form 
effect used 

Form effect 
appears on 
page but 
does not 
function 

Form copied 
to page but 
not adapted 
to original 
purpose, but 
works 

Forms adapted 
to original 
purpose from  
any source, 
works but does 
not send email 

Forms 
adapted to 
original 
purpose from 
Response-o-
Matic, actually 
sends email 

 

14 Use of 
Javascript 

No 
JavaScript 
used 

One of more 
JavaScript 
effects 
embedded 
but not 
working 

More than 
one 
JavaScript 
effect works  
in one or 
more web 
pages, very 
distracting 

More than one 
JavaScript 
effect works  in 
one or more 
web pages, a 
little distracting 

One 
JavaScript 
effect works  
in ONE web 
page or more 
than one used 
appropriately 

 

15 name and 
date on 
each of your 
web pages 

No name or 
date on any 
of your 
pages 

Either name 
or date 
missing from 
more than 
one of your 
web pages 

Both name 
and date 
missing from 
one of your 
web pages 

Either name or 
date missing 
from one of 
your web 
pages 

name and 
date appear 
on each of 
your web 
pages 

 

 Totals/100 0 15 45 75 100  
 


